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circumstances of the system, and to the particular intentions

of their formation.

There is scarcely any part of the osseous fabric of which

the variations better illustrate the strict unity of plan and

the beautiful law of gradation observed by nature in all her

operations, than the spine. In studying the various modifi

cations which this part of the skeleton undergoes, it will be

useful to bear in mind (lie principles which appear to regu
late its formation, and which GcoIli'oy St. 1-litaire has de

duced by following the history of its early growth, and no

ticing the order in which its scvcral parts arc devcloped.
In common with all bones, the vcrtcbr take their rise from

certain determinate points, or centres of" ossification, where,

at first, detached pieces of bone are frnied, destined to

unite together so as to compose the entire bone. An accu

rate knowledge of the general forms and relative situations

of these elementary pieces is of much importance, because

we find that particular circumstances determine the deve

lopment ofsome of these parts much earlier, and to a greater
extent than other parts, and thus lead to great difibrences
in the shapes and proportions of. various bones, at different

periods of their growth, although their origin and Composi
tion are essentially the same.

The number of elements which enter into the composi
tion of a vertebra has been diflbrcntly estimated by dillerent

180 physiologists; but the following are

certainly etititled ii) that character.

They are represented in their relative
situations in Fig. 180. The first is

the part which Iums the nucleus, or

S 11 body (n) of the vertebra; and its ossi
fication begins at the centre. Next

L in importance arc the two bony plates,
or leaves, as they may be called (r1,''
i.,) which proceed from the sides of

'A \ the body, and embrace the spinal
R R ,\ marrow which is situated between

F them. The fourth essential clcLneflt

Méinuircs ilti iIus.tin, ix. 79 811(1 H9.
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